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Exploiting III-V semiconductor technologies, vertical external-cavity surface-emitting laser (VECSEL) technology has
been identified for years as a good candidate to develop lasers with high power, large coherence and broad
tunability. Combined with fiber amplification technology, tunable single-frequency lasers can be flexibly boosted to
a power level of several tens of watts. Here, we demonstrate a high power, single frequency and broadly tunable
laser based on VECSEL technology. This device emits in the near-infrared around 1.06 µm and exhibits high output
power (>100 mW) with a low-divergence diffraction-limited TEM00 beam. It also features a narrow free-running
linewidth of < 400 kHz, with high spectral purity (SMSR >55 dB), and continuous broadband tunability greater than
250 GHz (< 15 V piezo voltage, 6 kHz cut-off frequency) with a total tunable range up to 3 THz. In addition, a compact
design without any movable intracavity elements offers a robust single-frequency regime. Through fiber
amplification, a tunable single-frequency laser is achieved at an output power of 50 W covering the wavelength range
from 1057 nm to 1066 nm. Excess intensity noise brought on by the amplification stage is in good agreement with a
theoretical model. A low relative intensity noise (RIN) value of -145 dBc/Hz is obtained at 1 MHz and we reach the
shot-noise limit above 200 MHz. © 2018 Optical Society of America
OCIS codes: (140.7260) Vertical cavity surface emitting lasers; (060.2320) Fiber optics amplifiers and oscillators; (060.3510) Lasers, fiber;
(140.3070) Infrared and far-infrared lasers.
http://dx.doi.org/10.1364/AO.99.099999

1. INTRODUCTION

wavelengths are attractive for cryogenic optical refrigeration

Wavelength-tunable, narrow spectral bandwidth, continuous-wave

applications [3] and for generating novel wavelengths into visible and

lasers are the essential workhorse of atomic, molecular and optical

ultraviolet spectral region by nonlinear frequency conversion [4, 5].

(AMO) related physical experiments, including atomic trapping and

Initially, high-power wavelength-tunable single-frequency optical

cooling [1] or high-resolution spectroscopy [2]. In particular, power

sources were provided by traveling-wave dye lasers [6]. However, a

scalable single-frequency laser sources operating at multiple

major drawback of this technology was that the dye solution needed to

be frequently renewed. With the development of the Ti: Sapphire solid-

must address the technical challenge of splicing a microstructure fiber

state laser came both a wide tunable bandwidth and a narrow linewidth

to a standard fiber with low loss.

[7]. Yet an expensive cost and a complex laser configuration prohibited

Using a fixed-wavelength external-cavity diode laser as seed, a

its use in widespread applications. Diode-pumped solid-state lasers

microstructure Yb-doped all-fibered MOPA was demonstrated in Ref.

presented both excellent beam and spectral quality at high levels of

[17] with an output power of 50 W and a low intensity noise

output power but suffered from the lack of compactness and discrete

performance. In this work, we inject an industry-ready packaged agile

values of wavelength emission. Semiconductor diode laser technology

VECSEL source into the similar fiber amplifier, achieving a high-fidelity

enabled efficient emission in the near- to mid-infrared range in a very

stable single-frequency laser source with a tunable range from 1057 to

compact design, but at the same time exhibited poor spatial and

1066 nm at an output power of 50 W.

temporal coherence. Thanks to its unique architecture, optically
pumped VECSEL technology allows one to overcome the physical and

2. VECSEL FABRICATION

technical limitations of previous technologies. This architecture exhibits

The industry-ready packaged GaAs-based VECSEL source emitting

a wide tunability in a single-frequency regime, with a diffraction-limited

around 1.06 µm (see Fig. 2), was fabricated and packaged into a compact

beam in a highly compact and low-cost design. These features make

module. Thanks to the high-ﬁnesse short-cavity design associated with

VECSEL technology a promising candidate for AMO experiments

ideal homogeneous Quantum Well (QW) gain behavior, the developed

requiring an individual tunable laser. The typical output power of

device combines low RIN (-140 dB/Hz @ 1 kHz), a narrow linewidth

VECSELs is limited to several watts due to the thermal rollover of the

below 1 MHz (1 ms integration time), a side-mode suppression ratio

semiconductor gain medium [8]. Nevertheless, up to 106 W of output

(SMSR) greater than 50 dB and a polarization extinction ratio (PER)

power can be achieved in multimode operation by employing critical

above 50 dB. In terms of spatial coherence, the beam is close to the

thermal management [9].

diffraction limit, even at a high output power of 200 mW [18]. In

Fiber-based master-oscillator power amplifiers (MOPAs) have
been shown to be suitable for single-frequency seed amplification [10-

addition, this intra-cavity-element-free design allows broadband
tunability of the laser emission wavelength over more than 10 nm.

12]. In such a configuration, the power can be scaled to hundreds of

Depending on the application, the final product could be easily

watts while maintaining the excellent properties of the seed laser.

integrated into a laboratory experiment, but in most cases, the system

Thanks to high gain and good beam quality of rare-earth doped fiber

could be transportable (e.g. wind sensing for wind prospecting,

amplifiers, a kW-class tunable narrow linewidth MOPA laser source was

environmental science, or telemetry). Thus, particular attention was

demonstrated [13]. Linewidth broadening by phase modulation based

devoted to integration and robustness during the design of the module.

on a white noise source is used to suppress detrimental non-linear

The total target volume, including driving electronics and optical

effects like stimulated Brillouin scattering (SBS). An increase of the

pumping system was about 5 cm3.

mode-field diameter of the gain fiber is useful to mitigate SBS. Large-

The device includes a laser cavity as shown in Fig.1 formed by the

mode-area double-clad microstructure fiber technology has been

gain mirror (called ½ VCSEL), an air gap (< 1 mm) and a mirror. The

widely deployed to achieve high-fidelity power-amplified laser systems

GaAs-based ½ VCSEL emitting at λ = 1.06 µm (and designed to be

[14-16]. However, previously reported MOPAs have mostly been built

optically pumped around 800 nm), was grown on a [001] GaAs doped

with free-space configurations which exclude the intrinsic advantages

substrate in a low pressure (70 Torr under H2 carrier gas) metal-

of fiber waveguide technology, such as compactness and robustness,

organic-chemical-vapor-deposition in a D-180Veeco TurboDisc reactor

and reliable long-term operation. To realize an all-fibered MOPA, one

using TMGa, TMAI, TMIn, and AsH3 at 60 mTorr at a temperature of
700°C. It contains a high-reﬂectivity (99.95%) AlAs/GaAs

distributed Bragg reflector (27 pairs) and an active layer on top,

a Peltier module. The pump beam is focused onto the gain mirror with

designed with 12 strain-balanced InGaAs/GaAsP Quantum Wells

a beam diameter of around 50 µm [see Fig. 2(right)]. Thanks to the tight

(QWs) and GaAs pump-absorbing barriers. The QWs are

integration of the pumping module [see Fig. 2(left)], the device is housed

distributed among the optical standing wave antinodes to

in a small enclosure measuring 74 mm × 58 mm × 32 mm.

ensure a low threshold and a homogeneous gain.

In order to ensure high spatial coherence, VECSEL-based devices
are often made with a cavity of a few centimeters—requiring the use of
an intracavity filter. In our case, the combination of a broadband low
gain mirror and a sub mm air gap cavity enables us to reach single
frequency operation without any intra-cavity spectral filter [19]. A high
spatial coherence is also obtained with this architecture. We can
therefore fully take advantage of semiconductor material wavelength
flexibility, reaching broadband tunability in a mode hop-free operation
[20]. In a semiconductor laser, the selection of the single-longitudinal
mode number within the gain bandwidth depends on the temperature

Fig. 1. VECSEL architecture, physical parameters, and packaging.

of the active region, which is accessible via the heat sink thermal load or
the pump-induced heat [21]. Thus, the laser emission wavelength can
be coarsely tuned either with the optical pump power or the Peltier
cooler. Figure 3(a) shows the emitting spectrum at different operating
temperatures for a pump power of 600 mW. The central wavelength

3cm

red shifts with increasing temperature at a tuning rate of 0.35 nm/K (94
GHz/K). The SMSR is more than 50 dB over the whole temperature

Fig. 2. (left) Close view of the laser diode and collimating lenses;
(right) Focused pump spot on the chip.

range. For different pump powers, the wavelength tunability is shown
in Fig. 3(b). The full tunable range reaches more than 10 nm. Stable
mode-hop-free operation is achieved in the pump power regime of 300

The 13.5 λ/2 thick active layer is designed to be anti-resonant at the
laser wavelength in order to strongly reduce both resonance effects
within the laser bandwidth and perturbative thermal lens effects. This
layer also has an impact on non-linear mode coupling in the quantum
well gain, preventing single longitudinal-mode operation. On the top of
the 13.5 λ/2-thick active layer, we grew a 30-nm-thick AlAs
conﬁnement layer, and a 15nm thick GaAs/InGaP cap layer to avoid
oxydation. The mm-long laser cavity is closed by a commercial mirror,
which is movable thanks to a low-voltage piezo actuator and allows the
use of a low noise voltage source. The cavity design is optimized to lower
the mechanical contribution to the laser’s frequency noise. The chip is
optically pumped with a commercial multimode laser diode delivering
optical power up to 1.5 W at 808 nm and its temperature is regulated by

- 800 mW.

we used a linear polarizer oriented at 45° with respect to the crystal axis.
Then, the beam is focused on a low noise detector and the noise
spectrum of the laser is measured using a RF spectrum analyzer.

Fig. 3. Optical spectrum tunability of the VECSEL by setting different
operation temperature at 600 mW of pump power (a) and the recorded
emitting wavelength at various pump powers (b).
Moreover, the piezo actuator enables fine continuous tuning of the laser
emission wavelength over a free spectral range, which is around 200
GHz by design. Combining those two features yields a broadband
continuous tunability over tens of free spectral range. The modulation
frequency of the piezo actuator is up to 10 kHz with a low supply voltage
below 50 V. Finally, it is important to point out that the device design
does not depend on the laser wavelength and offers the same
performance in the 0.9 - 1.1 µm range.

3. VECSEL PERFORMANCE AND LIMITATIONS
The developed device operating at 1.06 µm exhibits a laser emission of
about 200 mW for 1 W of pump power with a low divergence TEM00
beam close to the diffraction limit. The measured VECSEL optical output

Fig. 4. (a) Optical output power of the VECSEL according to pump power

power versus pump power is shown in Fig. 4(a). The threshold pump

and transverse beam far-field distribution (inset). (b) Far-field beam phase

power is about 200 mW. The pump power to VECSEL power efficiency

map at 80 mW of optical power.

is 33% at room temperature. The beam divergence angle is less than
0.4°.
This device exhibits stable spectral single-mode operation from
threshold to thermal rollover with a thermal frequency drift less than a
few GHz/h without any stabilization control. The measured spectra at
630 mW of pump power and at an operating temperature of 25 °C are
shown in Fig. 5. The SMSR is 60 dB and reaches the quantum limit. The
device features linearly-polarized light along the crystal axis of the gain
mirror [110], with a measured orthogonal PER around 70 dB between
the two non-degenerate states. These properties are primarily a result
of gain dichroism in the quantum wells and birefringence in the crystal
[19]. The RF spectrum that shows the beating between the two
polarization states is shown in the inset of Fig 5. To generate this beating,

The high-Q VECSEL design, which emits highly coherent radiation,
should, by definition, yield low intensity and low frequency noise. Our
measurements of the intensity and phase fluctuations are shown in Fig.
6. Despite the use of a multimode pump diode, the emitted power is very
stable leading to relative RMS fluctuations of < 0.2% in the 1 kHz - 200
MHz frequency range. These fluctuations could be reduced using an
intensity noise stabilization loop. In fact, unlike laser diodes, which
exhibit white intensity noise up to a few GHz, this laser cavity acts like a
low-pass filter with a cut-off frequency around 100 MHz. RIN at low
frequency is pump-noise limited up to the cut-off frequency where the
intensity noise spectral density reaches the shot noise level up to 200
MHz leading to an ultralow noise source in this frequency range.

We also performed direct frequency noise measurements using a

slow axis of the PM980 fiber. A free-space isolator is inserted following

homemade stable plano-concave Fabry-Perot interferometer as a

the spherical lens to avoid stray back reflections. The overall coupling

frequency discriminator. The results are shown in Fig. 6. Although the

efficiency is about 60%. The center wavelength of the seed source is set

fundamental limit of the linewidth given by quantum noise is at the Hz

at 1057, 1064, and 1066 nm by adjusting the operating temperature of

level like solid state lasers, the measured laser linewidth is about 400

the VECSEL. For the preamplifier stage, the seed power is scaled up to

kHz for 1 ms of integration time. This degradation is due to technical

~1 W. For the main amplifier, the output power versus pump power at

contributions. In fact, frequency noise is mainly dominated by frequency

different wavelengths is shown in Fig. 7.

ﬂuctuations generated by pump intensity noise induced by index
fluctuations in the 1 kHz – 1 MHz Fourier range (see Fig. 6) [8].

The output power is nearly independent of the input wavelength. At
a launched pump power of 72 W @ 976 nm, the output power of ~50
W is achieved for all the wavelengths. The optical-to-optical slope
efficiency is about 73%. We measure the fiber amplifier output
spectrum operating at 1064 nm at 50 W output power. The signal-tonoise ratio is more than 50 dB and no sign of spectrum broadening is
observed. During power amplification in the fiber amplifier, the spectral
purity of the seed laser is susceptible to SBS effects.

Fig. 5. Optical high-resolution spectrum at high output power and RF
spectrum of the beating between the two polarization modes (inset).

In addition, the external cavity configuration is sensitive to
mechanical noise, which dominates for Fourier frequencies below 1
kHz. The use of a pump noise stabilization will reduce thermal
fluctuations and the improvement of the cavity mechanical stability will
reduce mechanical contribution to the frequency noise.

Fig. 6. Frequency noise spectral density and intensity noise spectral
density (inset).

4. FIBER POWER AMPLIFICATION

The presence of SBS can be observed from the RIN measurements,

Since the emission wavelength of VECSEL is specially designed to

which adds a white noise floor at frequencies above 1 MHz [22]. To

overlap with the gain spectrum of Yb3+, the laser power can be boosted

check the spectral fidelity after power amplification, we compare the

by the industry-ready fiber amplifier, which has been described in Ref.

RIN of the VECSEL with a fiber amplifier at 50 W at three different

[17]. The power scaling is based on a typical MOPA configuration. Here,

wavelengths (Fig. 8). We find that the high frequency (> 1 MHz) RIN of

a free-space propagating VECSEL beam provides a seed source. It is first

the fiber amplifier well reproduces that of the seed laser at each

collimated by an f = 70 mm spherical lens and then coupled into a single-

wavelength.

mode polarization maintaining fiber (PM980). To ensure polarization
stability, the polarization direction of the VECSEL is well aligned to the

In this work, we have presented a high-fidelity fiber power amplification
of a VECSEL-based tunable single-frequency laser source. An output
power of 50 W covering the wavelength range of 1057 - 1066 nm is
achieved. The laser shows high spectral purity (SMSR > 55 dB) with a
narrow linewidth of less than 400 kHz. The intensity noise brought on
by the fiber amplifier agrees well with the theoretical model of gain
dynamics in fiber amplifiers. A RIN value of -145dB/Hz at 1 MHz was
obtained. The fiber amplifier intensity noise performance validates the
Fig. 7. Signal output power versus pump power of the fiber amplifier and a
spectrum at 1064 nm and 50 W output power (inset).

high fidelity of MOPA system in the absence of SBS. In the future, we plan
to improve the VECSEL design with better mechanical stability and
single-mode pumping to further decrease the intensity noise and

These measurements rule out the occurrence of SBS. Again, the high

linewidth. We also plan a fiber-coupled version for easier industrial

fidelity of the fiber amplification system is validated. For the fiber

integration. Further scaling of optical power in the 100 W range is under

amplifier operating at 1064 nm, a minimum RIN of -145 dB/Hz is

development [26].

achieved at frequencies higher than 1 MHz. At lower frequencies (< 10
kHz), the fiber amplifier RIN measurements are nearly identical and
independent of the seed. These observations agree well with the
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